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In this study, chemical modification of 20-deoxyinosine (20-dI)
and D-/L-isothymidine (D-/L-isoT) was performed on AS1411.
They could promote the nucleotide-protein interaction by
changing the local conformation. Twenty modified sequences
were obtained, FCL-I and FCL-II showed the most noticeable
activity improvement. They stabilized the G-quadruplex, re-
mained highly resistant to serum degradation and specificity
for nucleolin, further inhibited tumor cell growth, exhibited
a stronger ability to influence the different phases of the tumor
cell cycle, induced S-phase arrest, promoted the inhibition of
DNA replication, and suppressed the unwound function of a
large T antigen as powerful as AS1411. The microarray analysis
and TaqMan PCR results showed that FCL-II can upregulate
the expression of four breast-cancer-related, lowly expressed
miRNAs and downregulate the expression of three breast-can-
cer-related, highly expressed miRNAs (>2.5-fold). FCL-II
resulted in enhanced treatment effects greater than AS1411
in animal experiments (p < 0.01). The computational results
further proved that FCL-II exhibits more structural advantages
than AS1411 for binding to the target protein nucleolin, indi-
cating its great potential in antitumor therapy.
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INTRODUCTION
G-quadruplexes are nucleic acid secondary structures rich in guanine.
Through the systematic search for the existence of potential G-quad-
ruplex-forming sequences in the human genome, over 370,000
putative G-quadruplex have been found.1 G-quadruplexes are signif-
icantly associated with the regulation of various physiological and
pathological pathways, such as cell differentiation, proliferation,
and apoptosis, especially in the different key steps of genetic regula-
tion, including DNA replication, genetic transcription, mRNA trans-
lation, and epigenetics.2–4 Since nucleic acids like G-quadruplexes
were discovered, they were only considered to be the genetic carrier
of living beings; only later did scientists find out that DNA and
RNA were widely involved in biological functions. Therefore, scien-
tists began to consider how to imitate gene sequences with biological
activity in vivo to build nucleotide sequences in vitro that have the
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same biological activity. As a result, SELEX (systematic evolution of
ligands by exponential enrichment) and aptamers were developed.

Aptamers are short synthetic single-stranded oligonucleotides (oligo)
that specifically bind to various molecular targets, such as small mol-
ecules, proteins, nucleic acids, and, even, cells or tissues.5–7 Known as
chemical antibodies, aptamers can fold into diversified three-dimen-
sional structures and bind to target molecules and thus could be
further developed as novel agents in both molecule sensing8,9 and tar-
geted cancer imaging and therapy.10 Aptamers are generally selected
using SELEX, which was first independently reported by two groups
in 1990.11

Natural aptamers screened from SELEX usually have long sequences
and poor druggability.12 Thus, the appropriate chemical modification
was requisite to improve their chemical and biological properties,
which is known as Post-SELEX. Many types of chemical modifica-
tions have been developed, including nucleobase,13 sugar ring14 and
backbone15,16 modification, aiming at improving nuclease resistance,
pharmacokinetic properties and activity.

Isonucleosides (IsoNA) (Figure 1) are a novel type of nucleoside
analog in which the nucleobase is linked to another position of the
ribose other than C-10, to be precise, C-20 in our research.17 Previous
work has shown that D-/L-isoNA incorporated at the proper sites in
oligos can increase the activity of antisense nucleotides, DNAzyme,
small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), and aptamers.18–24 Furthermore,
as a naturally occurring base, 20-deoxyinosine (20-dI) (Figure 1) offers
a huge advantage in non-immunogenic clinical application.25 With
this strategy, the local spatial conformation, especially around the
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Figure 1. The Structure of D-/L-isoT, 20-dI, and Quadruplex Structure of

AS1411

20-dI, 20-deoxyinosine.
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incorporation site, could be properly optimized, resulting in
enhanced bioactivity.

AS1411 (Figure 1) is a 26-base G-quadruplex oligo-targeting nucleo-
lin. As many other G-rich oligos, AS1411 is endowed with superior
antitumor activity.26,27 High levels of nucleolin expression are closely
related to the rapid proliferation of cancer cells.28 The biological
effects of AS1411 include the inhibition of cell proliferation, S-phase
cell-cycle arrest, DNA replication block, interference with the molec-
ular interactions and functions of nucleolin, and other unknown
effects.29,30 A phase _I clinical trial31 of AS1411 was shut down
because of bone marrow suppression and low response to treatment.
Chemical modification of AS1411 was rarely reported. Incorporation
of 5-(N-benzylcarboxyamide)-2-deoxyuridine at T24 could signifi-
cantly increase the targeting affinity to cancer cells.32 Replacement
of G10 by thymidine and the addition of a thymidine at both termi-
nals of AS1411 results in a novel aptamer AT11 and maintains the
antitumor activity with a left-handed G-quadruplex, which differs
from those well-known aptamers with right-handed G-quadru-
plexes.33,34 Based on previous work done by our team, we tried to
find a type of modification that could enhance the bioactivity of
AS1411 by changing the local space conformation and further reveal
the regulatory mechanisms of modified AS1411.

Because of its important biological function, understanding the
detailed structure of AS1411 is necessary for further studies. The
topology and molecular structure of AS1411 has been characterized
by several methods,35 but the G-quadruplex structure has not been
successfully solved by X-ray crystallography or nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR). In our previous studies, simulated complex
models have been successfully built to investigate the critical interac-
tions in the binding process.25

In this study, to improve the bioactivity of AS1411, D-/L-isoT, and
20-dI were incorporated in AS1411 with options. To elucidate the
antiproliferative activity of AS1411 and its possible mechanism, a
cell growth assay, a DNA synthesis assay, cell-cycle progression, a
helicase assay, and a microarray were carried out. In addition, the tar-
geting affinity with nucleolin protein was directly probed using sur-
face plasmon resonance (SPR). Circular dichroism (CD) spectra
were collected to determine the effect of D-/L-isoT and 20-dI substi-
tutions on the structure of the AS1411 variants. A serum degradation
assay was conducted to verify the stability of the aptamers, and animal
experiments were performed to evaluate their antitumor effects
in vivo. To probe the structural characteristics and molecular recog-
nition process, a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation was per-
formed using the complex structure of the modified aptamer and
nucleolin RNA binding domain (RBD12).

RESULTS
Single D-/L-isoT Modification Inhibited the Proliferation of

MCF-7 Cells

To screen the suitable modification site, all non-guanosine sites were
randomly substituted with D-/L-isoT. The sequences are listed in
Table 1. To determine the effects of the modifications, cell growth
assays were performed, and the CD spectra were taken. We tested
the effects of isoT-modified AS1411 on the growth of MCF-7 cells
in culture (Figure S1). AS1411-6L and AS1411-12D caused a great
reduction in the proliferative rate of the cells compared to AS1411
as a control.

Combined Modification of D-/L-isoT and 20-dI Can Further

Enhance the Biological Effects of the Aptamer

Based on our previous experiences, selectively combinations of activ-
ity-enhanced sites are more likely to further improve the performance
of the aptamer.22–24 Additionally, 20-dI offers a huge advantage for
diagnostic utility, and when 20-dI is incorporated at position 24, it
can enhance the bioactivity of AS1411. To further optimize
AS1411, we incorporate isoT at the 6th and 12th positions simulta-
neously (FCL-I). We also incorporated 20-dI at position 24 of FCL-I
(FCL-II) in hopes that FCL-II could materialize the advantageous
complementarities of 20-dI and isoT.

We tested the effects of FCL-I and FCL-II on the growth of MCF-7
and HEK293 cells in culture to directly evaluate their ability to inhibit
cellular proliferation. Figure 2A shows the results of the CCK-8
assays. MCF-7 cells with FCL-I had fewer numbers of viable cells
than those treated with AS1411-6L or AS1411-12D. This result indi-
cated that FCL-I can suppress human breast cancer cell proliferation
in a more potent way. The same experiment at the cellular level was
repeated with FCL-II. The CCK-8 assay showed that the anticancer
effects of FCL-II on the MCF-7 cells were similar to that of FCL-I
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Table 1. The Sequences of AS1411 and D-/L-isoT (TD/TL) and/or 2
0-dI

Incorporated AS1411s

No. Name Sequence (5’-3’)

1 AS1411 ggt ggt ggt ggt tgt ggt ggt ggt gg

2 3L ggTL ggt ggt ggt tgt ggt ggt ggt gg

3 3D ggTD ggt ggt ggt tgt ggt ggt ggt gg

4 6L ggt ggTL ggt ggt tgt ggt ggt ggt gg

5 6D ggt ggTD ggt ggt tgt ggt ggt ggt gg

6 9L ggt ggt ggTL ggt tgt ggt ggt ggt gg

7 9D ggt ggt ggTD ggt tgt ggt ggt ggt gg

8 12L ggt ggt ggt ggTL tgt ggt ggt ggt gg

9 12D ggt ggt ggt ggTD tgt ggt ggt ggt gg

10 13L ggt ggt ggt ggt TLgt ggt ggt ggt gg

11 13D ggt ggt ggt ggt TDgt ggt ggt ggt gg

12 15L ggt ggt ggt ggt tgTLggt ggt ggt gg

13 15D ggt ggt ggt ggt tgTDggt ggt ggt gg

14 18D ggt ggt ggt ggt tgt ggTL ggt ggt gg

15 18L ggt ggt ggt ggt tgt ggTD ggt ggt gg

16 21D ggt ggt ggt ggt tgt ggt ggTL ggt gg

17 21L ggt ggt ggt ggt tgt ggt ggTD ggt gg

18 24L ggt ggt ggt ggt tgt ggt ggt ggTL gg

19 24D ggt ggt ggt ggt tgt ggt ggt ggTD gg

20 FCL-I (6L/12D) ggt ggTL ggt ggTD tgt ggt ggt ggt gg

21 FCL-II (6L/12D/24dI) ggt ggTL ggt ggTD tgt ggt ggt ggdI gg
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during 3 to 5 days after administration, while the effect of FCL-II was
slightly greater than FCL-I at 7 days after administration. Both FCL-I
and FCL-II had little impact on HEK293 cells.

Circular dichroism (CD) spectra provide reliable information for
identifying DNA structures, including the G-quadruplex structure.
AS1411 has a positive ellipticity maximum at 264 nm and a negative
ellipticity minimum at 240 nm.36 The CD spectra for AS1411
and modified AS1411 were obtained to investigate the impact of
D-/L-isoT on the overall structure of AS1411. The results (Figure 2B)
showed that all modified aptamers, AS1411-12D, FCL-I, and FCL-II,
had a higher positive ellipticity maximum in their circular dichroism
spectra. The intensity of the CD bands was increased, especially
the positive band at approximately 264 nm, which suggested that
D-/L-isoT could change the local space conformation for the forma-
tion of the stable G-quartet.

Nucleolin is an abundant, multifunction 110-kDa phosphorprotein,
and it is thought to be located predominantly in the nucleolus of
proliferating cells.37 The activity of AS1411 is known to correlate
with its ability to bind to nucleolin protein. SPR was used to study
the binding of AS1411 with nucleolin. Table 2 shows the dissociation
constant values of natural AS1411 and D-/L-isoT-modified AS1411.
All D-/L-isoT-modified AS1411 constructs showed a significant
improvement in their affinity for nucleolin. FCL-II had the highest
220 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 9 December 2017
dissociation constant values for nucleolin. These results demon-
strated that our modification strategy can improve the binding force
of AS1411 at the molecular level.

AS1411 with stable G-quartets was resistant to degradation when
placed in serum-containing medium.38 A serum degradation assay
was performed to ensure aptamer stability. The results showed that
(Figure 2C) FCL-II had much better stability in fetal bovine serum.

FCL-I and FCL-II Had More Remarkable Biological Control on

Tumor Cell Cycle and DNA Replication

FCL-I and FCL-II had a higher ability to inhibit MCF-7 cellular pro-
liferation. Thus, flow cytometry analysis of propidium iodide-stained
nuclei of FCL-I- and FCL-II-treated cells were carried out to confirm
whether they were associated with cell-cycle interference. As the
experimental results (Figure 3A) suggested, FCL-I and FCL-II signif-
icantly changed the cell-cycle distribution and arrested cells in
S-phase. Additionally, the change degree was higher than cells treated
with natural AS1411. This result concluded that the ability of AS1411
to inhibit cellular proliferation is correlated with their ability to
induce S-phase cell-cycle arrest.

Themajor event in S-phase is DNA replication. Thus, we analyzed the
DNA replication in cells treated with FCL-I and FCL-II. This
was achieved by determining the level of incorporation of EdU
(5-ethynyl-20-deoxyuridine). EdU is a nucleoside analog of thymidine
that is incorporated into DNA during active DNA synthesis only by
proliferating cells. After incorporation, a fluorescent molecule that
reacts specifically with EdU was added, making it possible to directly
visualize the fluorescence of proliferating cells.39 The DNA synthesis
assay (Figure 3B) showed that FCL-I and FCL-II led to a significant
reduction in red staining in MCF-7 cells than AS1411. Thus, the
weaker staining by EdU indicated that less de novo DNA synthesis
was occurring in these cells.

DNA replication begins when helicase unwinds DNA at the replica-
tion fork. Previous studies have reported that large T antigen has
DNA unwinding activity and can unwind both double-stranded
DNA and G-quadruplexes.40 A helicase assay was used to reveal the
influence of the presence of AS1411 or FCL-II on unwinding activity.
Figure 3C showed that both AS1411 and FCL-II were active in inhib-
iting unwinding by large T antigen. Large T antigen can reduce the
percentage of double stranded DNA from 26% to 7%, while
AS1411 and FCL-II can recover its level to 20% and 22%, respectively.
The results revealed a good correlation between the inhibition of heli-
case activity and the inhibition of DNA replication.

FCL-II Modulated the Expression of 7 Specific MicroRNAs That

Are Associated with Breast Cancer

Nucleolin is a major nucleolar protein that post-transcriptionally
regulates the expression of a specific set of miRNAs that are causally
involved in breast cancer initiation, progression, and drug resis-
tance.41 We combined the results from the microarray analysis and
quantitative real-time PCR results (TaqMan PCR) (Figure 4A) to



Figure 2. Inhibition of Tumor Cell Proliferation, Circular Dichroism, and Serum Stability of Modified Sequences

(A) CCK-8 assays showing the growth of the 2 cell lines treated with 6L, 12D, FCL-I, FCL-II, or PBS as a control. The oligonucleotides (or PBS as control) were directly added to

the culture medium to yield a final concentration of 7.5 mM (day 1). On days 2–4, the further addition of the oligonucleotide equivalent to half the initial dose was added. The

cells were assayed using the Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) (Dojindo Laboratorie, Japan) on 3, 5, and 7 days after treatment. The optical density 450 (OD450) nanometer value is

proportional to the number of viable cells in the sample. (B) The CD data were obtained for the aptamers at 5 mM in 10 mM PBS at pH 7.0 containing 0.1 M KCl. All aptamers

were boiled for 5 min and annealed at 60�C for 50 hr. (C) The degradation of aptamers exposed to 50% fetal bovine serum at 37�C for 90 min and the undegraded, intact

aptamers were resolved on 20% polyacrylamide gels and visualized with SYBR staining. The results are shown as a mean of three separate experiments with SD.
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determine the extent that FCL-II modulates miRNA expression. The
two approaches showed that a common core of 7 mature miRNAs
that were more specifically modulated by FCL-II. FCL-II can further
upregulate the expression of four breast-cancer-related lowly ex-
pressed miRNAs, including miR-320d, let-7f-5p, miR-30c-1-3p, and
miR-638, compared to AS1411.42–45 Similarly, FCL-II also can further
downregulate the expression of three breast-cancer-related highly
expressed miRNAs, miR-135a-3p, miR-484, and miR-23a-5p,
compared to AS1411 (>2.5-fold).46–48

FCL-II Resulted in a Stronger Growth Suppression Effect on

MCF-7 Xenografts Than AS1411

Since our in vitro studies revealed the significant suppression of
human breast cancer cell proliferation and viability, we next evaluated
the effect in vivo. To this end, FCL-I and FCL-II activity were
confirmed in nude mice bearing MCF-7 xenografts. As shown in Fig-
ure 4B, the effect of the aptamers on cancer growth was shown by
delaying an increase in the volume of the cancers. The average tumor
volumes in the FCL-II group were consistently and significantly lower
than that in the FCL-I and control groups (p < 0.01 versus AS1411
control). We showed that FCL-II suppressed human breast cancer
growth, both in vitro and in vivo, more effectively than natural
AS1411. At the same time, the weights of the nude mice were exam-
ined to ensure that aptamers had no apparent toxicity (Figure 4C).
The aptamers had no in vivo toxicity in the rodents.

Structure Stability Analysis

To assess the overall structural stability of the modified sequences
with RBD12 domain of nucleolin, the root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) profiles, with the initial structure as a reference, were
analyzed along the trajectories. As shown in Figure 5A, the RMSD
for the whole structure slowly increased and then tended to converge,
indicating the system was stable. Of note, the RMSD displayed oscil-
lations in some regions during the simulation. The visual inspection
of the trajectory clearly showed that the mobility was attributed to the
flexibility of the two loop regions of RBD12, which should be con-
nected to the other domain of nucleolin. Actually, we have previously
observed similar conformation changes in other simulated com-
plexes.20 However, these fluctuations did not have any significant
impact on the binding site.

Overall Structure and Binding Mode Analysis

The computational complex structure represents a paradigm in the
understanding of structural variations and how modified aptamers
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 9 December 2017 221
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Table 2. The Binding Parameters for the Affinity of D-/L-isoT and 20-dI
Modified AS1411 for Nucleolin

Aptamer KD (nM)

AS1411 148.0

12D 31.9

FCL-I 9.56

FCL-II 4.70
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interact with nucleolin. Therefore, the whole averaged structure over
the last 2 ns of the MD simulation was extracted (Figure 5BA) for the
subsequent analysis. After the simulation, FCL-II had an antiparallel
G-quadruplex similar to natural AS1411 and formed a stable complex
structure with RBD12. Our aim was to design a type of chemical
modification that could enhance aptamer bioactivity by (1) changing
the local conformation to enlarge the interface or (2) improving the
stability of the G4 structure. As expected, these findings are agreed
with our previously described CD results. Moreover, a comparison
of AS1411-RBD12 with the modified complexes revealed several
interesting structure features. Of note, a noticeable movement of
the whole protein structure was observed in all the modified systems.
As shown in (Figure 5C), the distance between RBD1 and RBD2 was
decreased, and the contacts were increased, giving rise to a more
compact and stable complex. Upon binding, FCL-II underwent slight
structural rearrangements, particularly in the loop region (nucleo-
tides 12–15 from 50). However, the manner in which aptamers recog-
nized RBD12 was similar, as they retained the same loop backbones.

Among all three replacing sites, only position 12 was involved in the
binding interface, while both positions 6 and 24 are located in the
middle of the G4 structure. Indeed, thymidine at positions 6 and 24
form stacking interactions with the adjacent G-quartets, whereas
thymine adopts an extended conformation at position 12.
Commonly, the extended conformation can lead to a large interface
that is favorable for binding. In contrast, D-IsoT at position 12 dis-
played a partially folded conformation that could facilitate the forma-
tion of G4 (Figure 5BB). Furthermore, it should be noted that this
modification has changed the other base orientations in the loop
region, especially those of T13 and G14. The detailed structure vari-
ations will be discussed in the binding mode analysis section. In addi-
tion, with respect to the unmodified AS1411, the base orientation of
L-IsoT flipped at position 6 and formed new hydrogen bond with the
adjacent T (Figure 5BC). For the 20-dI, the larger aromatic ring at
position 24 increased the stacking interactions, and similar results
were also obtained when it was incorporated at positions 15 and 24
(Figure 5BD).25 Apparently, modification at positions 6, 12, or 24
did not have direct effects on the binding process, but this is likely
to contribute to the stability and changes in the local conformation
of the G4 structure to some extent.

In the following study, we analyzed the binding mode of FCL-II taken
from the MD trajectory during the last 2 ns. Special attention
was devoted to investigating the RBD12-loop (nucleotides 12–15
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from 50) interactions that are decisive for molecular recognition (Fig-
ure 5D). As described previously, recognition primarily involves the
protein residues Arg97, Arg127, Arg49, Tyr58, Phe56, and Tyr140.
However, in natural AS1411, G14 in the anti-conformation has
been reported to form p-p stacking interactions with Phe56. In
FCL-II, similar interactions between G14 with a syn conformation
and Phe17 were observed. Moreover, the gap formed by the anti-
syn conversion was occupied by the protein residues from RBD1
and RBD2. In comparison to unmodified AS1411, T13 moved close
to the protein, and the p-p stacking interaction with Tyr140 was
lost. This led to a tight packing interface. In terms of T15, it preserved
those contacts similar to natural AS1411. In addition, Arg54 was
initially not in contact with AS1411. However, in FCL-II, a strong
ion pair interaction was established with G26. This phenomenon
has also been observed in our previous studies when 20-dI was incor-
porated at positions 15 and 24.25 Although the bindingmode does not
cause drastic structural changes upon substitutions, these changes led
to new structure features. These additional interactions provide a
good explanation for the improved bioactivity of FCL-II.

DISCUSSION
Although researchers have made some progress with aptamers, there
have been no aptamers approved for sale after Macugen, the first ap-
tamer compound approved for the treatment of age related macular
degeneration in December 2004. It is worth noting that Macugen is
chemically modified and contains both 20-F and 20-OMe modifica-
tions and the attachment of a 40-kDa polyethylene glycol.49 Macugen
is also lately explored for its application in diabetic macular edema,50

ischemic diabetic macular edema51 and myopic choroidal neovascu-
larization.52 Recently, a new monoclonal antibody (ranibizumab, No-
vartis) drug was approved by FDA in 2015 and is now in clinical use to
compete with Macugen.53 Since naked nucleic acid drugs are easily
degraded by nuclease, unstable in blood and hard to pass the cell
membrane, the administration method of the 6 FDA-approved oligo
drugs so far were either vitreous injection (Fomivirsen andMacugen),
intrathecal injection (Nusinersen), targeting blood component
(Defibrotide) to avoid drug delivery process or apply large dose to ful-
fil therapeutic effect (Mipomersen and Eteplirsen) accompanied by
side effect such as liver toxicity. Although aptamers showed advan-
tages over antibody with lower toxicity, smaller size, and less immune
reaction, chemical modifications to increase their affinity, specificity,
and enzymatic stability must still be explored, together with effective
delivery technologies.

Though some chemical modifications for aptamers have been devel-
oped, most are for nuclease resistance, chemical dressing, increasing
bioavailability or reducing renal clearance, seldom can increase affin-
ity for a target.54 Therefore, it is urgent to develop a universal
modification that can increase the functions of aptamers. Based on
the data presented herein, the combined use of D-/L-isoT and 20-dI
as a new aptamer modification strategy can strengthen the chemical
stability and biological effects of the aptamer by changing the local
space conformation. 20-dI has larger steric structure, while isomeric
D-/L-isoNA could change the orientation of the bases. Based on



Figure 3. S-phase Cell-Cycle Arrest and Inhibition of DNA Replication by FCL-I and FCL-II

(A) The flow cytometric analysis of the S-phase fractions of the cells following 72 hr of treatment with AS1411, FCL-I, FCL-II, or PBS as a control. The identity of the cell line is

indicated above each histogram. The cells were treated by the direct addition of the oligonucleotide to the culture medium at a final concentration of 10 mM. The percentage of

cells in S-phase was determined using the Modfit program. (B) Cells were treated with a final concentration of aptamer at 18 mM for 72 hr and then exposed to 50 mM of EdU

for 2 hr at 37�C. The DNA was stained with 5 mg/mL of Hoechst 33342 (50 mL per well) for 30 min and imaged under a fluorescent microscope. Blue indicates the whole DNA

in cell nucleus, and red indicates that de novo DNA synthesis occurred in these cells visualized by EdU. (C) 55Awas annealed (95�C for 5min followed by slow cooling to room

temperature) to Cy5-labeled 55B to form the synthetic replication. SV40 large T antigen (Chimerx, Milwaukee, WI) was used to unwind the substrate in the absence or

presence of the aptamer AS1411 or FCL-II. SV40 large T antigen was preincubated for 15 min at 37�C in working buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.5, 7 mM MgCl2, 5 mM

dithiothreitol, 5 mM ATP, and 25 g/mL bovine serum albumin) prior to its addition. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 3 hr at 37�C before being terminated by the

addition of stop buffer (200 mM EDTA, 40% glycerol, and 0.6% SDS). The samples were resolved using a 2.0% agarose gel and fluorescently imaged using the

Maestro 2 multispectral imaging system (CRi Maestro). 1, double strands as control; 2, single strand as control; 3, double strands + large T antigen; 4, double strands + large

T antigen + AS1411, and 5: double strands + large T antigen + FCL-II.
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experimental results, D-/L-isoT increased the aptamer activities in a
stronger way. We have used D-/L-isoNA to modify more than 5
different aptamers, including TBA,21 AS1411,25 GBI-10,22–24 BC-15,
and DT-2 (unpublished data). Some of these are G-quadruplexes,
and some are not. However, all showed stronger activity after modi-
fication. In our view, this would be relevant to the unique configura-
tion of the enantiomer D-/L-isoT. Further studies will improve our
understanding of the impact of D-/L-isoNA.
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 9 December 2017 223
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Figure 4. Modulation of MicroRNA Expression by FCL-II and Suppression Effect of FCL-I/II on MCF-7 Xenografts

(A) For TaqMan PCR, the total RNA was isolated using the mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit (Life Technologies Corporation, USA). RT-PCR was performed using the TaqMan

MicroRNA Assay (Life Technologies Corporation, USA) and the Mx3005P QPCR System (Agilent Technologies, Inc., CA, USA). U6 gene quantification was used as the

control. The results are shown as a mean of three separate experiments with SD. (B) Bilaterally ovariectomized female athymic nude mice (BALB/c/Nu/Nu) were subcu-

taneously inoculated with MCF-7 cells at the age of 4 weeks. Treatment of mice with established tumors by an intraperitoneal injection of aptamers at doses equivalent to

approximately 3 OD/mice/day daily for the first 5 days and an additional treatment at day 7 for a total of 6 injections was performed. The tumor volume was calculated using

the formula (1/2� L�W2). Above, the tumor measurement was made after the mice were sacrificed. The results are shown as a mean of six separate experiments with SD.

(C) The body weights of the mice were measured daily, and the results are shown as a mean of six separate experiments with SD.
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According to our systematic investigations, G-quadruplex is a neces-
sary prerequisite for the binding process, and the target protein can
induce the formation of the active conformation. Modifications that
are disadvantageous for the formation of the G-quadruplex led to
decrease in activity. Apparently, the loop region plays a key role in
the process of binding with protein, especially for the conformation.
If it is modified correctly, the activity increased, such as for FCL-II,
but when the loop conformation changes too drastically, the activity
decreases. We first revealed the binding mode and interactions be-
tween FCL-II and nucleolin using a computer simulation technique.
MD simulations clearly demonstrated that FCL-II can form new in-
teractions with nucleolin via adopting different loop conformations.
Apart from the loop, other non-quartet thymine residues are not
directly involved in the binding interface, but there are some sites
that are critical for the folding mechanism and stability, such as sites
6 and 24. It can be inferred that with the same loop conformation, the
stability of the G-quadruplex is positively correlated with its activity.

Aptamers play very important roles in physiological and pathological
pathways as powerful immune response modulators that bind to
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co-stimulatory receptors,55 as riboswitches to control transcription,56

and as mimics of proteins that modulate the function of their target
proteins.57 As a G-quadruplex aptamer, AS1411 has broad regulation
functions.58–60 Previous research has shown that besides antiprolifer-
ative effects, AS1411 has an important function in shutting the
PRMT5-nucleolin complex, sequestering the NEMO-nucleolin com-
plex, binding nucleolin to the mRNA of bcl-2, reducing the levels of
NCL-dependent miRNAs and their target genes, and stimulating
macropinocytosis through a nucleolin-dependent mechanism.61

However, many details of its mechanisms need to be explored,
including the different binding modes with nucleolin, the location
of its regulation processes, whether AS1411 or a AS1411-nucleolin
complex has biological activity, and other unknown regulatory effects.
In this study, we focused on the interaction between AS1411 and a key
enzyme in DNA replication, DNA helicase. Additionally, we found
AS1411 can modulate the levels of breast-cancer-specific miRNAs.
Nucleolin is a RNA-binding protein, and its expression affects the
biogenesis of a specific cohort of miRNAs.62 Our data suggest the
direct involvement of AS1411 in miRNA biogenesis. Deep research
of the mechanism will be pursued and such chemically modified



Figure 5. Computational Simulation of FCL-II with Nucleolin

(A) The RMSD curve for the whole complex structure of FCL-II and RBD12 during the MD simulation. (B) The average structure of FCL-II and RBD12 from the MD simulation.

A: the overall complex structure. The residues at positions 6, 12, and 24 are colored red. B: the partial enlarged drawing of site 12. D-isoT is represented as sticks. C: the

partial enlarged drawing of site 6. L-IsoT is represented as sticks. D: the partial enlarged drawing of site 24. 20-dI is represented as sticks. (C) The top views of the complex

structures. I: FCL-II and RBD12. II: Native AS1411 and RBD12. (D) The binding mode analysis of FCL-II and RBD12. Protein residues (blue) and nucleotides (green) making

favorable interactions are represented as solid sticks with black labels. Green dashes represent hydrogen bonds.
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aptamers could be used as valuable clinical tools in the identification
of cancer at very early stages and in cancer therapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell Culture and Treatment

These studies were supervised by the Peking University biomedical
ethics committee. Cells were cultured in a humidified incubator
maintained at 37�C in 95% air/5% carbon dioxide. MCF-7 human
breast cancer cells were cultured in DMEM (M&C Gene Technol-
ogy) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (HyClone, Thermo
Scientific). HEK293 cells were cultured in DMEM (M&C Gene
Technology) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (HyClone,
Thermo Scientific). All experiments were performed with cells in
the exponential growth phase. The aptamers were dissolved in
PBS (M&C Gene Technology, China) before addition to the cell
cultures.

Solid-Phase Synthesis of Aptamers

D-/L-isoT phosphoramidite was synthesized by our lab according to
the literature,20,63 and all the modified AS1411s were synthesized
using an ABI 394 automated DNA/RNA synthesizer using standard
phosphoramidite chemistry. All the modified AS1411s were purified
with C18 reverse high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC;
X-bridge C18, 4.6 � 50 mm) using a linear gradient of 5%–70%
eluent A in 40 min. Solutions of 0.1 M Et3N-CH3COOH in water
at pH 7.7 were used as eluent B, and CH3CN was used as eluent
A. Then the isolated DMT-on oligos were treated with 80% acetic
acid for 10 min at room temperature. After neutralization with
Et3N, the oligo solutions were desalted using a Sephadex G25
column. The purity of all oligos was over 90% and confirmed by
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (MS) (Figures S13–S34; Supple-
mental Information).

Circular Dichroism Study

The oligos at a final concentration of 5 mM were resuspended in
10 mM PBS (pH 7.0, containing 0.1 M KCl), heated for 5 min, and
annealed at 60�C for 50 hr. When protein was added, the oligos
(5 mM) and protein (0.5 mM) were dissolved in PBS (M&C Gene
Technology) and incubated at 37�C for 0.5 hr. The samples were
analyzed on a Jasco J-610 (Japan) spectropolarimeter using 0.5-mL
quartz cuvettes with a 2-mm path length.

Cell Growth Assay

The cells were plated at a density of 1.5 � 103 cells/well in the appro-
priate serum-supplemented medium in a 96-well plate. After 16 hr of
incubation to allow the adherence of the cells, the oligos (or PBS as
Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 9 December 2017 225
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control) were directly added to the culture medium at a final concen-
tration of 7.5 mM (day 1). On days 2–4, the further equivalent of oligo
at half the initial dose was added. The cells were assayed using the Cell
Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) (Dojindo Laboratorie, Japan) on several
days after plating. The culture medium was not changed throughout
the duration of the experiment.

SPR

SPR experiments were performed on a Biacore 3000 (Piscataway,
NJ) at 25�C. Nucleolin proteins (Abcam, Hong Kong) were immo-
bilized on CM5 sensor chips using PBS-EP (0.01 M HEPES, 0.15 M
NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, and 0.005% Surfactant P20 at pH 7.4), filtered,
and degassed before use. The aptamers were injected onto a pre-
activated sensorchip surface for 45 s at a flow rate of 30 mL/min.
After each run, the surface was regenerated with 5 mM aqueous
NaOH for 10 s at 30 mL/min. The binding curves were fitted using
a 1:1 Langmuir binding model; if feasible, the equilibrium dissocia-
tion constants were calculated using the BIAevaluation software
(v.4.0).

Serum Degradation Assay

Serum degradation assays were performed by incubating 1 mL of
20 mM aptamers in 50% fetal bovine serum at 37�C for 90 min. Ali-
quots of 10 mL were collected after being treated for 30 or 90 min.
Then the solution was immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and
stored at �80�C until analyzed. Together with 3 mL of 6� DNA
loading buffer, all the samples were resolved on 20% polyacrylamide
gels and visualized by SYBR.

Flow Cytometry Analysis of the Cell Cycle

The cells were plated at a density of 105 per well in a 6-well plate. After
incubation at 37�C overnight to allow for adherence, the cells were
treated by the direct addition of the oligo to the culture medium to
yield a final concentration of 10 mM. At 72 hr after treatment started,
the cells were harvested by trypsinization, fixed, and stained with pro-
pidium iodide (M&C Gene Technology, China). The cells were then
analyzed using a BD FACSCalibur cytometer. The percentages of cells
in the G1/G0, S, and G2/M phases were determined using the Modfit
program.

DNA Synthesis Assay

The cells were plated at a density of 1.5� 103 cells per well in a 96-well
plate. They were incubated overnight and then treated by the direct
addition of the oligo to the culture medium at a final concentration
of 18 mM (or untreated samples received an equal volume of PBS).
72 hr after treatment started, the cells were assessed using an EdU
incorporation assay (Ribobio, Guangzhou, China). The cells were
exposed to 50 mM EdU for 2 hr at 37�C, then fixed in 4% formalde-
hyde for 30 min at room temperature, and permeabilized in 0.5%
Triton X-100 for 10 min. Then they were washed with PBS, and
each well was incubated with 100 mL of 1� Apollo reaction cocktail
for 30 min. The DNA was then stained with 5 mg/mL of Hoechst
33342 (50 mL per well) for 30 min and imaged using a fluorescent
microscope (Olympus IX81, Japan).
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Helicase Assay

This assay was carried out according to the method of Choi et al.26

The oligo 55A (5-TGA AGG TTT CGA ATC AGA GGT AGG
TGC CCG GCC TCC AAC TTG CCG TAT TCC TGG T) was
annealed (95�C for 5 min followed by slow cooling to room tem-
perature) to the Cy5-labeled partially complementary oligo Cy5-
labeled 55B (5-ACC AGG AAT ACG GCA AGT TGG AGG
CCG GGC TGG ATG GAG ACT AAG CTT TGG AAG T-Cy5)
to form the synthetic replication. SV40 large T antigen (Chimerx,
Milwaukee, WI) was used to unwind this substrate in the absence
or presence of the aptamer AS1411. SV40 large T antigen was pre-
incubated for 15 min at 37�C in working buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl
at pH 7.5, 7.0 mM MgCl2, 5 mM dithiothreitol, 5 mM ATP, and
25 g/mL bovine serum albumin) prior to the addition. The reaction
was allowed to proceed for 3 hr at 37�C before being terminated by
the addition of stop buffer (200 mM EDTA, 40% glycerol, and 0.6%
SDS). The samples were resolved on a 2.0% agarose gel and fluores-
cently imaged using the Maestro 2 multispectral imaging system
(CRi Maestro).

Microarray and TaqMan PCR

MCF-7 cells were plated at a density of 5� 105 cells/well in the appro-
priate serum-supplemented medium in a 6-well plate. After 16 hr to
allow for the adherence of the cells, oligos (or PBS as control) were
directly added to the culture medium at a final concentration of
20 mM. 72 hr after treatment was initiated, the cells in TRIzol were
shipped on dry ice to KangChen Bio-Tech (Shanghai, China) for anal-
ysis via Agilent Whole-Human Genome Oligo Microarray Platform.
RNA preparation and microarray hybridization were performed ac-
cording to Exiqon’s manual. For TaqMan PCR, the total RNA was
isolated using the mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit (Life Technologies
Corporation, USA). RT-PCR was performed using the TaqMan
MicroRNA Assay (Life Technologies Corporation, USA) and
Mx3005P QPCR System (Agilent Technologies, Inc., CA, USA). U6
gene quantification was used as the control.

Animals and Tumor Growth Model

Bilaterally ovariectomized female athymic nude mice (BALB/c/Nu/
Nu) were purchased from the Department of Laboratory Animal Sci-
ence (BJMU, Beijing, China) at 4 weeks of age. The mice were housed
in a dedicated nude mouse facility with micro-isolator caging and
handled in a unidirectional laminar airflow hood. The xenografts
were established via the subcutaneous inoculation of MCF-7 cells at
200 mL (5 � 106 cells/200 mL) per site into the right back of nude
mice. 5 days after inoculation, when tumor volume reached approx-
imately 100 mm3, the mice were randomly divided into five groups
(n = 6): blank (PBS), control (AS1411), AS1411-12D, 6L/12D
(FCL-I), and 6L/12D/24dI (FCL-II). Treatment of the mice with estab-
lished tumors was through the intraperitoneal injection of aptamers
at doses equivalent to approximately 2.5 optical density 260 nm
(ODs)/mice/day daily for the first 4 days, as well as additional treat-
ments at day 6 and day 8 for a total of 6 injections. The volume was
calculated using the formula (1/2 � L � W2), where length (L) and
width (W) were measured with a caliper during the administration
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of the aptamers. The weights of the nude mice were regularly exam-
ined to assess for toxicity.64

Initial Models

To computationally investigate the effects of the modifications on the
conformation and dynamics of the complexes, we selected three repre-
sentative structures (AS1411-12D, FCL-I, and FCL-II) that exhibited
the best biological activities with single, double, and three-site modifi-
cations, respectively. Since detailed structural information solved by
X-ray or NMR is not available in the case of the modified aptamer,
as a template, our previous AS1411-RBD12 computational model
was modified to produce the starting models for MD simulations.18

According to our previous studies,17,19 the force-field parameters for
D-/L-IsoT and 20-dI were obtained by quantum chemical methods
using the Gaussian 09 program (Gaussian 09, Gaussian, Inc.). At
the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory, we optimized the entire geometry
and calculated the HF/6-31G* electrostatic potential. Then RESP
strategy was used to obtain the partial atomic charges. Finally, the
non-standard residues in the three models were created using the
Xleap module (AMBER v.11).

Molecular Dynamics Simulation

The models were explicitly solved in a rectangular box that extended
10 Å away from any solute atom; potassium ions were added to pro-
vide electroneutrality. The MD simulations were performed using the
AMBER 11 software package utilizing the all-atom force field
AMBER 99SB (AMBER v.11). Initially, an energy minimization of
1,000 steps using the steepest descent algorithm was used, followed
by a 200-ps position-constrained MD simulation to equilibrate water
and ions. After the minimization, the systems were gradually heated
in the canonical ensemble from 0 to 300 K in 100 ps using a Langevin
thermostat with a coupling coefficient of 1.0 ps and a force constant of
1.0 kcal/mol 3Å on the complex. The system was again equilibrated
for 1 ns by removing all restraints. Finally, a MD production run of
10 ns in the Isobaric-Isothermal ensemble was performed. During
the simulation, the cut-off distance for the long-range van der Waals
(vdW) energy term was set at 10.0 Å. The long-range Coulombic in-
teractions were handled using the particle mesh Ewald (PME)
method, and the SHAKE algorithm was applied to all atoms cova-
lently bound to hydrogen atoms. The simulation was carried out
with periodic boundary conditions at constant temperature (300 K)
and pressure (1 atm), and an integration time step of 2 fs was used.

Statistical Analysis

The data are presented as the mean ± SD. The significance of the
difference between groups was evaluated by a one-way ANOVA.
All p values are two-sided, and those less than 0.05 were considered
statistically significant.
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